Scooter Stool; filing just got easier.

The Scooter Stool, built solid for many years of use, the Scooter stool is designed for stability, comfort and ease of movement. The Scooter Stool has uses in multiple settings such as filing rooms in offices and healthcare facilities, stock rooms in retail spaces and factories. The Scooter stool allows the user to work close to ground level, thereby reducing back and leg strain.

**Features**

**Seat:**
- 16” diameter upholstered seat (fabric, vinyl or ergoCentric+Guard)
- Height adjustment

**Options:**
- ergoCentric+Guard sealed seat (includes under seat pan)

**Mechanism:**
- Standard mechanism
- height adjustment

**Pneumatic lift:**
- 125mm pneumatic lift (14½”-19½”)

**Options:**
- 80mm pneumatic lift (13½”-16½”)
- 100mm pneumatic lift (14”-17½”)
- 140mm pneumatic lift (15½”-20½”)
- 157mm pneumatic lift (16½”-22½”)

**Base/Glides/Casters:**
- 16” diameter solid base
- 6 dual wheel nylon casters

**Options:**
- Dual wheel urethane casters
- Lock-on urethane casters
- Lock-off urethane casters
- 2¼” glides (16½”-22½”)

**Options**
- Cal. 133

**Warranty**

**Lifetime**
- Original purchaser
- Defects and functional failure of materials up to a weight of 280 lbs
- With the following exceptions:

**10 Years**
- Foam and fabric

*Includes labor costs.